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F

irst of all, I would like to
thank the organizers of the
World
Cup
for
the
invitation to judge such a
prestigious tournament. I received
65 anonymous diagrams from the
director Yuri Bazlov. I must admit
that I was somewhat disappointed
with the average quality of the
problems. Taking into account the
status of the competition, I hoped
that the authors would also send
high-quality tasks accordingly.
Unfortunately, many of them show
banal, old familiar things and
resemble poems written without
inspiration. Therefore, it was quite
difficult to choose the best ones
from them. For me, originality in
such a tournament is even more
important than in unofficial
competitions. In addition, the
complexity of the idea, its clarity of
presentation and, of course, the
presented form (in approximately
this order) are, in my opinion, of
the main importance in evaluating
the works of chess art.
A few remarks on non-awarded
problems:
E12: WCCT-10 theme in a h#3.
Unfortunately very symmetrical
and thus somehow boring.
E13: Two nicely analogous
solutions
with
three-move
switchbacks of the white knight
and analogous, though quite
simple, justification of the capture
moves. The construction of the
mates is good, the lack of
interaction between White and

Black less so, so I couldn't bring
myself to award it.
E18: A lot of ideal mates with
original twinning. Unfortunately
a1 and b1 are exactly identical.
E19: Much better constructed
than P0540350 in the PDB due to
the use of the white queen.
However, I still can't award it
without any further content.
E25: Two times Maslar with
white change of functions, blackblack Umnow and pin model
mates. However, the o:d7 capture
is disturbing, as is the double uf5,
and I would have liked to see more
connecting elements between the
solutions – such as Chumakov.
E32: Two nice little king
rundlaufs
with
analogous
justification by clearing the way to
a block resp. tempo. However, the
complexity is not particularly high,
so I put a lot of emphasis on
formalities. For example, I find it
somewhat disturbing that with
og8+ the king is deprived of the
square c4, but an analogous effect
with qc8+ does not exist.
E55: In each solution Klasinc of
the black queen for rook and
bishop, respectively, with the
switchback motivated by re-unpin
of the white knight. This is
actually a h#2 theme. The
additional moves seem imposed
and are also not analogous.
E57: Nice idea. However, the
interaction is very limited, which
doesn't appeal to me much with
helpmates. I believe that another

1st Prize

judge could award this problem –
even in the HM section.
E59: From my point of view
largely anticipated by P1257809 –
although
somewhat
better
constructed without !e6 and with
blocks on the same square in the
second
pair.
Nevertheless
I
unfortunately could not award it.
E60: A collection of echo ideal
mates with black allumwandlung
and subsequent blocks.
The
terrible twinning with zeroposition
does not justify a distinction im my
opinion.

KLLLLLLLLM
NOPOPYP«PQ
NPOP2¼Y¬»Q
NOp»POPOPQ
NPoPO1OPOQ
NOJOP»¼OXQ
N¼¹POPOPOQ
NOPOPOP»PQ
NPOnOPOPOQ
RSSSSSSSST

Many
thanks
to
Eckart
Kummer for his valuable advice
and assistance in the award. In
this regard, I propose the following
distribution of differences:

1...qh5! 2.sc5+! u:e4 3.ud6
q:c5 4.u:c5 o:a3#
1...ob2! 2.mf6! u:f4 3.ue6
o:f6 4.u:f6 qh6#

h#3.5

2 solutions

4+15

I find this conception very
beautiful
and
harmonious.
Moreover, it seems to be original
and therefore justifies a high
distinction. First, white ambushes
his own king. Black provides a
suitable move for the white king,
but occupies the future mate
square, so that White must provide
access by sacrifice. This could be
called advanced Zajic. In any case,
a Zilahi and model mates are
woven in. A very small pity is that
the !b3 is needed only once.

2nd Prize

KLLLLLLLLM
NoPOPOPOPQ
NXOPO¼OPOQ
NOPOºOPOPQ
NP¹P2POpIQ
N¹nOP«POZQ
NºOP»P«POQ
N0POP¹ºOPQ
NPOPYPOPOQ
RSSSSSSSST
h#2
b) >e4→a6
9+10
c=b)qa7→c8; d=c)+g5→f8; e=d)qc8→f6
f=e)/d1→h6; g=f)ua2→a1; h=g)/h4→h3

a) diagram: 1.mf6 e4 (A) 2.ue6
q:e7# (B)
b) >e4→a6: 1.qc4 q:e7 (B)
2.md4 e4# (A)
c=b)qa7→c8: 1.mc5 e3 (C)
2.uc4 q:c5# (D)
d=c)+g5→f8: 1.ud4 qc5 (D)
2.oe4 e3# (C)
e=d)qc8→f6: 1.e5 e:d3 (E)
2.o:d6 q:d6# (F)
f=e)/d1→h6: 1.e:d6 q:d6 (F)
2.uc4 e:d3# (E)
g=f)ua2→a1: 1.ue4 oc3 (G)
2.sd5 e:f3# (H)
h=g)/h4→h3: 1.ue5 e:f3 (H)
2.od5 oc3# (G)
Fourfold
reciprocal
move
exchange already exists. The
inclusion of an albino, on the other
hand, seems to be original and is
implemented with good use of the
white pieces and with acceptable
twinning. The play consists mainly

of self-blocks and simple guarding
moves. However, I would definitely
like to acknowledge the original
conception
according
to
the
introductory text.
3rd Prize

KLLLLLLLLM
NOPOPOPOPQ
NPOPOP©P»Q
NOP2P»P»ºQ
NPOPO¬»ºOQ
NOp«1O¼OPQ
NP»¼»POPOQ
NOPoZOPOPQ
NPOPOPOPOQ
RSSSSSSSST
h#4.5*

4+14

*1... ... 2.md7 u:c4 3.mc5 ud4
4.ub5 ue5 5.uc4 md6#
1...mh8! (m~??) 2.md6 u:e5
3.me4 ud4 4.ud6 uc4 5.ue5 mf7#!
A very pretty problem with
analogous Kniest moves, white king
switchbacks,
Chumakov,
model
mates and in the solution with a nice
corner move including a switchback.
This idea seems original, but is less
comple: compared to the prize
winner. The internal symmetry here
is not very intrusive and seems like
perfect analogy.

1 s t Ho n o u r a b l e M e n t i o n

2 n d Ho n o u r a b l e M e n t i o n

KLLLLLLLLM
NIPOªOPoPQ
NnOPOPOPOQ
NOPO3O¼OPQ
NPYP»PO¬OQ
N«¼OPOP¹¼Q
NPOP0POPOQ
NOPYPWPOPQ
NPOPOPOPOQ
RSSSSSSSST

KLLLLLLLLM
NOPOPOPOPQ
NPOP»P»¼OQ
NO1OPOºOPQ
NPOPOPOºOQ
NYPOP2ºOPQ
NPOpOP»PmQ
NOPOPOPO¬Q
NPOPWPOPOQ
RSSSSSSSST

h#4

2 solutions

2+13

1.mb6 mf7+ 2.uc5 q:c2#
1.s:a7 qe6+ 2.uc5 qc6#
1.me4 og1 2.ue5 oh2#
1.q:e2 ob6 2.ue5 oc7#
There were some similar
presentations in the tournament,
where the black king made two
identical moves into the mate net
twice. I liked this one most,
because almost everything is
completely analogous. The access
to the mate square is achieved in
one pair by anticipatory self-pins,
in the other by capture of a white
piece and simultaneous mate
square unguard including Zilahi.
The mates from opposite sides
have an aesthetic effect. The only
tiny difference is the knight move
in one solution versus two bishop
moves in the other. I hope, this
concept together with this matrix
is original enough.

h#2.5
2 solutions
6+8
b)#d7→e2; c)#f3→d6

a) diagram: 1...of1 2.uf5 ob5
3.ue6 o:d7#, 1...qe1+ 2.ud5 qe7
3.ud6 q:d7#. Roundabout solo
rook and bishop maneuvers with
mates from one square d7;
b) #d7→e2: 1...oc8 2.g6 qd7
3.uf5 qd4#, 1...qd8 2.qc4 od7
3.ud5 of5#. Building batteries Indien;
c) #f3→d6: 1...og2 (A)+ 2.uf5
qd5+ (B) 3.ue6 f5# (C), 1...f5 (C)
2.ue5 og2 (A) 3.qf4 qd5# (B).
A collection of well-known
mating sequences (especially a and
b) is united here to form a triplet
problem. These include white's play
around the king including mates on
the same square, Indians and cyclic
shifting of white moves. In sum,
this is probably original. The use of
material is excellent, but the black
play, with almost exclusively king
moves, some of which are repeated,
is rather banal.

3 r d Ho n o u r a b l e M e n t i o n

1st C o m m e n d a t i o n

KLLLLLLLLM
NOPOPOPOPQ
NPO¬OPOPOQ
NOP2POªOPQ
NPOPOPOPOQ
NOPO¼»¼»PQ
NP©P»¼»¬OQ
NOP¹¼WXO1Q
NPoJYPOPOQ
RSSSSSSSST

KLLLLLLLLM
NOpIPOPOPQ
NPOPYPOPOQ
NoPOP»POPQ
NPO¼O¬OPOQ
NOPOZmP¹1Q
NP»¼O3OPOQ
NOPOPO¼OPQ
NPOP«POPOQ
RSSSSSSSST

h#3.5

2 solutions

6+14

1...m:d4+ 2.uc5 q:e3 3.u:d4
c3+ 4.u:e3 m:g4#
1...m:e4 2.ud5 q:f3 3.u:e4
c:d3+ 4.u:f3 m:d4#
The WCCT theme 2x2 with four
white officers. I find the correct
realization
very
remarkable;
especially with the analogous W3
moves. However, the play is rather
symmetrical and m:d4 is repeated
unthematically.

h#4
b)/d4→f4
3+13
c)#e6→d5; d)#f2→f4; e)uh4→c1

a) diagram: 1.md3 of3 2.e5
oe2 3.ue4 ug3 4.me3 of3#
b) /d4→f4: 1.oe2 og2 2.qd3
of13.uf3 uh3 4.qe3 og2#
c)#e6→d5: 1.c2 of5 2.c1o
oe6 3.ue4 ug3 4.oe3 of5#
d)#f2→f4: 1.mf7 oh7 2.oe5
og8 3.ue4 g5 4.uf5 oh7#
e) uh4→c1: 1.mc4 oc2 2.of4
o:b3 3.ud3+ u:d1 oe3 oc2#.
Not very complex, but a fivefold
return of one and the same bishop
including model mates with
tolerable twinning is a remarkable
achievement. With a fifth block on
e3 it would have gone one award
level higher.

2nd C o m m e n d a t i o n

3rd C o m m e n d a t i o n

KLLLLLLLLM
NOPOZOPWPQ
NPOPOP0POQ
NO¼mPWºOPQ
Nn¹P¹ºOP»Q
NOPOp»P¹PQ
NPOºOºOPOQ
NOP¹P«¬OPQ
NPOPOP2POQ
RSSSSSSSST

KLLLLLLLLM
NOPOPOPOPQ
NPOP»POPOQ
NOn»º»POPQ
NPWªo¼OPOQ
N0X©p»3OPQ
NP¹¼O¼OPOQ
NOP¹P¹POPQ
NPOPOPOPOQ
RSSSSSSSST

h#3.5

4 solutions

13+8

h#3

2 solutions

10+10

1...g:h5 2.o:e5 q:e5 3.mc3 qf5
4.m:b5 o:b5#
1...c:d4 2.q:d5 o:d5 3.m:g4
oc4 4.m:f6 q:f6#

1.o:c4! m:e4
3.u:d4 q:c4#
1.o:c5! m:e3
3.u:d4 o:c5#

2.u:e4

o:d4

2.u:e3

qd4

I'm not entirely sure about the
complexity of this one. Four white
officers in an h#3.5 are not
standard, so originality should be
guaranteed. In the end, though,
simply some lines are opened –
with a5-e1 and g8-g1 reciprocally
by White and Black – to allow
White to pin a knight. Surprisingly
there are model mates. I find it
disturbing that Black has the
choice md4/m:c3 in one solution,
but in the other solution the
possibility me4 is missing. All in
all, this is worth a commendation
to me.

A familiar looking scheme, but I
couldn't find anything comparable.
Of course, the black king has to be
brought in, which is only possible
with the rather obvious capture
moves. The Zilahi is nice, but
solution two, with the noncapturing move qd4, is much more
attractive.
Nevertheless,
an
interesting idea.

4th C o m m e n d a t i o n

KLLLLLLLLM
NOPWPOPOpQ
NPOPOPOnOQ
Nm¼OPO1OPQ
N¬OPO¬OP»Q
NOZO3OPO¼Q
NPOPO¼»P»Q
NOPOPOPWPQ
NPOPOPoPOQ
RSSSSSSSST
h#2

2 solutions

5+12

1.mec6 ue6+ 2.uc5 qg5#
1.mec4 uf5+ 2.ud3 qd8#
A hopefully still original matrix
for
anticipatory
self-pinning
including opening of a doublemasked white line and cyclic
change of functions of three white
pieces. The position looks quite
clunky.
Silvio Baier,
August 20, 2021

